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Matroids with coefficients have been introduced in [Dl]. In this paper we will 
show that the concept of projective equivalence as defined for representations of a 
matroid over a field and for oriented matroids can be studied most naturally and 
in a unified way in the context of matroids with coefficients. In particular, it is 
shown that most of what is known about projective equivalence and more is 
an immediate consequence of the relation between the Tutte group T, of a 
combinatorial geometry A4 and the various representations of IU, established in 
[DWl, Sect. 31, combined with the basic structural results concerning the Tutte 
group, derived in [W]. IQ 1991 Academic press, h. 
INTRODUCTION 
The following paper continues a series of papers studying. matroids with 
coefficients as introduced by A. Dress in [Dl 1, a concept which offers in 
particular a unified approach to the theory of representable matroids and 
to the theory of orientable matroids. 
If E is some set, K is a field and &? is a vector subspace of KE such that 
r-‘(K*) is finite for K* := K\(O) and all HEW, then the set 
U(W) := {r-‘(K*) 1 r e W\(O); 
s E W and 0 #se’(K*) E r-‘(K*) implies SCl(K*) = r-l(K*)} 
is the system of circuits of some combinatorial geometry or matroid in the 
classical sense, defined on E. If o: E + K* is a map and o . B! := 
{w . r 1 r E W}, we have obviously U(o . 9) = W(W). The vector spaces w. W 
and 92 are said to be projectively equivalent presentations of the underlying 
combinatorial geometry. 
Similarly, if M is an oriented matroid defined on some set E with signed 
circuits C1 = CT c, CT, C, = Cl u C;, . . . . then for any A E E we obtain a 
new system of signed circuits of an oriented matroid by reversing signs on 
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A, that is by replacing each C+ by (C+\A) u (C n A) and each C by 
(C-\A) u (C’ n A). Again, two oriented matroids, related to each other in 
this way, are said to be projectively equivalent. In this paper we will show 
that the concept of projective equivalence works in general and most 
naturally for matroids with coefficients. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we summarize the main 
results of [Dl]. In Section 2 we introduce the concept of projective 
equivalence of matroids with coefficients in terms of their presentations. In 
Section 3 we will briefly recall the relationship between matroids with 
coefficients and matroids in the classical sense and summarize some results 
about the Tutte group T,,,, of a matroid M which has been introduced in 
[DWl]. In particular, we will recall that for a given domain of coefficients 
K and a given combinatorial geometry M of finite rank, defined on a set 
E, the various “K-structures” of M correspond in a one-to-one fashion to 
certain homomorphisms of the Tutte group 8, of M into the multi- 
plicative group K* of K. 
In Section 4 we recall the fundamental one-to-one correspondence between 
matroids with coefficients of finite rank and equivalence classes of 
Grassmann-Plucker maps as established in [DW2, Sect. 41. 
In Section 5 we examine the relations between Grassmann-Plucker maps 
of projectively equivalent matroids and show that the generalized cross 
ratios as defined in [DW2, Sect. 51 for appropriate quadruples of 
subspaces of a given matroid with coefficients depend only on the projective 
equivalence class of this matroid. 
In Section 6 we establish a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
projective equivalence of Grassmann-Plucker maps in terms of the inner 
Tutte group T, (‘) of the underlying combinatorial geometry M. This result 
can be viewed as a considerable generalization and unification of various 
results about representable or orientable matroids. Since, according to the 
Tutte group interpretation of (the more elementary part of) Tutte’s 
homotopy theory (cf. [T, W]), the inner Tutte group U$ is generated by 
the canonical homomorphic images of all lJ$? in UE), where M’ runs 
through all minors of M which are isomorphic to the uniform matroid U2,4 
of rank 2 with 4 elements, it follows from this condition in particular that 
the projective equivalence class of a matroid with coefficients is completely 
determined by the induced projective equivalence classes on all such minors 
and therefore also by its restrictions to all minors of type M\(e) as long 
as the corank of A4 is at least 3 (cf. also [R, Theorem 3.83 in case of oriented 
matroids). Furthermore, it turns out that for any binary combinatorial 
geometry M and every domain of coefficients K there exists at most one 
projective equivalence class of matroids with coefficients in K. The 
corresponding results for representable and orientable matroids have already 
been stated in [ Wh, Theorem 4.7; BLV, Proposition 6.21, respectively. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
For the reader’s convenience we recall some basic definitions and results 
established in [Dl] which are fundamental for this paper. We begin with 
the definition of fuzzy rings which are to serve as domains of coefficients for 
matroids. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A fuzzy ring K= (K; +; .; E; K,,) consists of a set K 
together with two compositions 
“+:KxK+K: (K,IZ)HK+P 
“,:KxK+K:(K,A)HK.A”, 
a specified element E E K and a specified subset K0 c K such that the following 
holds: 
(FRO) (K, + ) and (K, .) are abelian semigroups with neutral 
elements 0 and 1, respectively; 
(FRl) O.rc=O for all KEK; 
(FW a~(~~+~~)=a.~,-t-a.~, for all rcl, K*EK and UEK*:= 
{ /I3 E K 11 E p . K}, the group of units in K; 
(FR3) e* = 1; 
(FR4) K,+K,sK,,, K-K,,cK,,, OEK,,, l#K,; 
(FR5) for ctcK* one has l+cr~K,, if and only if a=&; 
(I-6) ~1, ~2, I,, 1,~ K and rcl+I,,q+A2~K0 implies 
K~.Ic~+E~;~~.A~EK~; 
0-7) K, 2, ~1, ~2 EK and K + 1. (K, + tc2) E K,, implies 
K+A-Ic~+A.Ic~EK~. 
Remarks. (i) For all ICE K we have K + E . ICE K, by (FR5), (FR4), and 
(FR7). 
(ii) (FR2) and (FR5) imply 
(FR5’) For a, j3 E K* one has a + E . /.I E K. if and only if a = fi. 
(iii) (FR7) implies 
(FR7’) If L1, . . . . A,, ail, . . . . Key, rczl, . . . . Key, . . . . IC,~, . . . . K,,E K and 
i then k 5 &.QEK,,. 
i= 1 
A-( 2 +,. 
j=l i=l j=l 
EXAMPLES. (i) The commutative rings R = (R; + ; .) with 1 E R are (in 
a canonical correspondence to) exactly those fuzzy rings K = (K, + ; -; E; K,,) 
for which K,, = (0). In this case we have necessarily E = -1. 
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(ii) If K= (K; +; .; E; K,) is a fuzzy ring and if U< K* is a 
subgroup of the group of units, then we can form the “quotient fuzzy ring” 
K/U := (P(K)‘/; + ; .; E . U; P(K):), 
where z?(K)~ denotes the U-invariant subsets of K (i.e., FE P(K)‘/ if and 
only if U . F = F), which are added and multiplied as “complexes”; that is by 
T, i T,:={q i JC~~~~,ET,,IC,ET,} (T,, T~EP(#‘), 
and where P(K): denotes those U-invariant subsets TE K with 
Tn K,, # aa. Note that TE KJU is a unit if and only if T= CI . U for some 
QE K*. In [DW3, (4.7)] it is shown that R/R* is the domain of coefficients 
for ordinary matroids, i.e., the matroids in the classical sense. 
(iii) If K and U < K* are as in (ii), then we denote by L = K/f U the 
smallest subset of B(K)” containing K . U for all K E K and satisfying 
L i L&L. Then 
K//U=(L; +;.;c.U;LnB(K)t) 
is also a fuzzy ring. 
In [DWZ, Sect. 61 it is shown that R//R+ can be used as the domain of 
coefficients for oriented matroids. 
These and some further examples of fuzzy rings are considered in detail 
in [Dl, (1.3)]. 
For the study of infinite matroids (with and without coefficients) 
“matroid support systems” have been introduced in [Dl, Sect. 23. 
DEFINITION 1.2. For a set E and a subset 55” E 9(E) we put 
?Zt := {YGEI #(YnX)<oo for all XE%} 
and define S to be a matroid support system, if (%+)+ = Z&. 
(1.1) 
To define a matroid with coefficients in some fuzzy ring we have to 
introduce some notational conventions. 
Assume E is some set and K= (K; + ; .; E; K,) is some fuzzy ring. For 
a map r: E + K we denote its support by 
r:=E\r-l(O)= {eEElr(e)#O} (1.2a) 
and define its proper support by 
z:=r -l(K*)=(e~Elr(e)~K*}. (1.2b) 
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In addition, for two maps r, s E KE and f E E we define a map r A,- s E KE by 
(r hf s)(e) := 
0 if e=f 
.Ul . r(e) + E . r(f) . de) if eo E\(f), (‘03) 
and for W E KE we put 
99(F) := {r(.(rE%?,fynF=inF) for Fc_E; (1.4a) 
&,:=&?(E)\(O)= {r~9?/@#~=~}; (1.4b) 
g:= (r(r~L%;r#@l); (1.k) 
&i,, :={rEWIl#0,sEW and a#_scr implies s=r}; (1.4d) 
K*.S!?:= {a.rlcrEK*,rE&T}; (1.4e) 
[5t] := ((..-(I-,, /\el rI) A,,,...) ~,~r,)Jn>O;r~, . . . . r,EW, e,, . . . . e,sE}. 
(1.4f) 
Finally, for .Y E B(E) we put 
Ki := {rEKE(rE%}. (l-5) 
Now we are able to state the basic definition of a matroid with 
coefficients in K and to define the various sets W of “relations” which 
“present” M relative to some matroid support system. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Assume E is a set, K= (K; +; .; E; K,) is a fuzzy ring 
and !2” E B(E) is a matroid support system. 
(i) A subset S? c K,” is said to present a matroid 
M = M(W) = M(E, LX, W), 
defined on E relative to .!?Z, if the following condition (M) is satisfied: 
(M) For any eeE, ro[a] and FE%+ with eczF and 
r(e) $ K0 there exists some r’ E 3(F) with e E 1’ = l’ E r. 
(ii) Two subsets W, W’ c Kg which satisfy the condition (M) are said 
to present the same matroid, if for all FE ?ft we have 
K* .a(r;),, = K* .~‘(F)min, 
In this case we define W and W’ to be M-equivalent and write W g W’. 
Remarki By definition a matroid M defined on E and with coefficients 
in K relative to some matroid support system is an equivalence class of 
certain M-equivalent subsets W c KE. 
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Next we want to recall the fundamental concept of dualization for 
matroids with coefficients. To this end we have to introduce some further 
notational conventions. For two mappings Y, s : E + K with # (r n 3) < w 
we define the inner product (r 1 s) by 
(rls) := 1 r(e).s(e) := 2 r(e),s(e). (1.6) 
C?tE eern_s 
If r,s:E+Kare two mappings with #(rn_s)<cc and (r(s)EK,,, then 
we say that r is orthogonal to s and denote this by r I s. Correspondingly, 
B?i I 92, for 2.&, g2 E KE means that r, 1 r2 for all r-i E 92i and r2 EG$. 
In addition, for W G KE we define (relative to a given matroid support 
system 97 with 9 E Kg) 
~I=~~:=(s~K~+l#(rn~)<c~ and (rls)EK,,forallrE%?} 
= {.r E Kg7 ( r I s for all r E 9}. (1.7) 
Now we have the following fundamental 
THEOREM 1.4. Let K be a fuzzy ring and let M = M(E, X, 9) denote a 
matroid with coefficients in K relative to the matroid support system 3. 
(i) M* = M(E, 9?, RI) is a matroid with coefficients in K relative to 
the matroid support system St. Moreover, M* depends only on M; i.e., 
9 g 9’ implies 939 g 9?‘l. 
(ii) We have M** := (M*)* =M. 
Proof. (i) is part of [Dl, Theorem 5.31. (ii) is the Duality Theorem 5.4 
in [Dl]. 1 
DEFINITION 1.5. For a matroid M=M(E, X, 9) we call M* = 
M(E, Tt, 9’) the dual matroid of M. 
We point out two particular presentations of a matroid with coefficients; 
namely its minimal and its maximal presentation. To this end we introduce 
one further notation. 
For L!Z E Y(E) and W E Kg we put 




ZO is the smallest matroid support system. We have 9-i = 9(E) and thus 
J&(W) = W for all 9 G K&. 
In view of [Dl, Sect. 5.51 we state the following. 
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DEFINITION 1.6. Assume M= M(E, X, W) is a matroid with coefficients 
in the fuzzy ring K. 
(i) The minimal presentation Se, of M is defined by 
9M := ((&CK* ‘w))O)min* (1.10) 
(ii) The maximal presentation gM of M is defined by 
9TM := u a?‘. (1.11) 
M=M(W) 
Remarks. (i) By [Dl, Sect. 5.51 9M as defined in (1.10) does not 
depend on the given presentation L% of M; Se, and WM satisfy condition 
(M) and present M= M(E, S, 9). Furthermore, by [Dl, Sect. 5.51 we 
have WM = (k%M.)‘. 
(ii) We have K* . gM = 9M and K* .WM = WM. 
(iii) If % = E0 = 9&(E), then (1.10) simplifies to 
EM= K* . (~~)min. (l.lOa) 
At the end of this section we recall the definition of minors of a matroid 
with coefficients. 
DEFINITION 1.7. Assume M= M(E, .%‘, BM) denotes a matroid with 
coefficients in K, presented by its minimal presentation W = BM. 
For Fc E the restriction M\F is defined by 
where 
M\F := M(E\F, 3” n B(E\F), 4e\F), (1.12a) 
B\F:= {rI,,,IrE&?,rnF=@}. (1.12b) 
The contraction M/F is defined by 
M/F := M(E\F, .%- n B(E\F), WI E\F), (1.13a) 
where 
WI E\F := {‘iE\FlrEW}’ (1.13b) 
Remarks. (i) M/F and M/F are well defined, because the obvious 
inclusions [W\F] E [W] \F and [a I E,F] c [a] I E,F imply that W\F and 
91 E,F satisfy condition (M) if W does. 
Note that (0 n P(E\F))+ = Xt n P(E\F). 
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(ii) For X=%,=9&,(E) we do not need to restrict our attention 
to the minimal presentation 9 = 91M, because then 8 g 9’ implies 
B?,\F g 9’\F and 91 E\F 2 B’( E,F. (See [Dl, Theorem 5.61 or [DW3, 
Sect. 5.11 for more details.) 
(iii) For FG E we write also M( F= M\(E\F) and call M 1 F the 
restriction of A4 to F. 
DEFINITION 1.8. A minor of M is any matroid obtained from M by a 
sequence of restrictions and contractions. 
Remark. Many considerations in this section become a bit simpler in 
case E = !& = 9&(E). See [DW2, Sect. l] or [DW3]. 
2. PROJECTIVE EQUIVALENCE OF MATROIDS IN TERMS 
OF THEIR PRESENTATIONS 
To introduce the concept of projective equivalence of matroids with 
coefficients, we prove first two simple lemmata. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume M= M(E, %,99) is a matroid with coefficients in a 
fuzzy ring K and o : E + K* is a map. Then the following holds: 
(i) 44’ := M(E, .Y, w ’ 9) is also a matroid with coefficients in K, 
where (as above) co.&?:= {o.rlrE&?}. 
(ii) We have (g&KgI&? % co.B?}={o~.&?l& z W}. 
Proof: (i) For all r E KE we have c = r and u = z. Furthermore, 
a repeated application of (FR2) implies for all n > 0, rO, . . . . r, E KE and 
e, , . . . . e, E E, 
(..-(o.rO A,,co.rI) A~~...) Aenco.rn 
=o(e,). ... .o(e,).o-(...(r, AC, rl) A~,...) hen rn. 
Thus o . B satisfies (M) if and only if W does. 
(ii) For &’ G Kg and FE 9Yt we have K* .4(F),,,, = K* -B(F),, if 
and only if K* . p*&)(F),i,=K*.( w . W)(F),,. This means 4 z W if 
and only if w  .@ - o . 9, and our assertion follows. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume M = M(E, .!%, 93) and M’ = M(E, 3, 9’) are 
matroids defined on E with coefficients in K and one and the same matroid 
support system %. Furthermore, assume w: E -+ K* is a map. Then the 
following three statements are equivalent: 
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(i) $8’ z ~0.9, 
(ii) W,, = 0 . gM, 
(iii) 9V’ = w  -B”. 
ProoJ: (ii) * (i) and (iii) =S (i) follow directly from Lemma 2.1 (ii). 
(i) * (ii) For 9” c KE we have clearly $&(o .a”) = CO. &&.(W”), 
(CO ..%“)O=W .a{ and (CO .s?“),,,~~ =O .Wki,,. 
Thus (i) implies 
(i) =E- (iii) By (i) and Lemma 2.1 (ii) we obtain 
gp’ = w.W”=w.W”. a 
M’= MCB”) M= M(W) 
DEFINITION 2.3. Two matroids M= M(E, .%Y’, W) and M’ = M(E, .Y, 9’) 
defined on E with one and the same matroid support system and coeflicients 
in K are called projectively equivalent, if there exists some map w  : E + K* 
such that the three equivalent conditions stated in Lemma 2.2 hold. In this 
case we write M’ = w  . A4 or simply M’ 5 i’kf, if we do not want to specify 
the map w. 
Remarks. (i) Projective equivalence is clearly an equivalence relation: 
M’=w.M and M”=w’.iW imply M=w-‘.M’ and M”=w’.w-M, 
where, clearly, w  - ’ : E + K* is defined by w-‘(e) := w(e)-‘. 
(ii) If 9~ Kz satisfies (M), then we have K .W z W for all KE K*. 
This means w. M = IC. w  - M for every matroid kf, every map w  : E + K* 
and every ICE K*. 
At the end of this section we show 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume M= M(E, %, W) is a matroid with coefficients 
in K, w  : E + K* is a map and F s E. Then we have 
(i) (0 .M)* =w-’ .M*, 
(ii> (W * W\F= W 1 E\F * W\F), 
(iii) (w.M)/F=w[~,~.(M/F). 
Proof. (i) follows at once from the trivial fact that for r E 9 and 
SEKE+ we have (rls)EK, if and only if (w.rIw-‘.s)EKO. 
To prove (ii) and (iii) we may assume W =BM. But then (ii) 
and (iii) follow from the trivial relations (w - W)\F= w  ( E,F. (W\F) and 
(w.WI E\F=wIE\F-(~IE\F)’ I 
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3. THE TUTTE GROUP OF A MATROID 
To simplify matters for the rest of this paper we will from now on 
consider only matroids of finite type, i.e., matroids with matroid support 
system TO := 9&,(E). In the sequel for M = M(E, YE,,(E), 9) we will always 
write M= M(E, 9). We will now recall the relations between matroids 
with coefficients of finite type and combinatorial geometries (or matroids in 
the classical sense) as established in [DW2, Sect. 2). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Assume M= M(E, 9) is a matroid of finite type. 
(i) A circuit C in M is any subset C E E for which there exists some 
r E (~~)min with C = c = I. 
(ii) A subset FG E is called dependent, if there exists some circuit C 
in M with CG F; otherwise F is called independent. 
(iii) For Fc E the closure of F is defined by 
<F) = (J’>M 
:= Fu {ee E\FI there exists some circuit Cc E with eE Cr Fu {e}} 
=Fu {eEE\Flthere exists some rE(5&,)min with eEEsFu{e}} 
= Fu {e E E\F( there exists some r E [a] with r(e) $ K, 
and eEysFu (e}}. 
(iv) Fc E is called a flat of M, if (F) = F. 
(v) HE E is a hyperplune in M, if H is a maximal flat different from 
E,i.e., (H)=H#E,but (Hu{e))=EforalleEE\H. 
(vi) Bc E is called a base of M, if the following three conditions 
hold which are well known to be equivalent: 
(Bl ) B is independent and B u {e} is dependent for all 
eEE\B; 
(B2) (B)=Eand (B\{b))#Efor all beB; 
(B3) B is independent and (B) = E. 
(vii) The rankfunction p = p ,:P(E)+N,u{co)ofMisdefinedby 
p(F) := sup{n E NO) there exist F,, . . . . F,, c E with 
CO>= <Fo’o>s (F,)s-..s (Fn)= VT). 
m := p,(E) is called the rank of the matroid M. 
It follows that the system of circuits or, equivalently, the system of bases 
of a matroid M with coefficients in a fuzzy ring K defines a combinatorial 
geometry &4 on E. Vice versa, if MO is a combinatorial geometry, defined 
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on E, then any matroid M with coefficients in K, satisfying &f= MO, is 
called a K-structure of MO, 
Remarks. (i) All circuits C of M are finite, because by Definition 1.3 (i) 
we have r E 9&(E) for all r E 9. 
(ii) By [DW2, Proposition 2.61 every matroid of finite type contains 
at least one base. Moreover, we have # (B) = p,(B) = p,(E) for every 
base B of M. 
(iii) If B is a base of M and b E B, then (B\(b) ) is the unique 
hyperplane which contains B\ { b }. 
If eE E\B, then 
C(Bu{e}):= {e}u{bEBI(B\(b})u(e} is a base} (3-l) 
is always finite and it is the unique circuit contained in Bu {e}. 
To characterize matroids with coefficients and their projective equivalence 
through Grassmann-Plucker maps we will have to make use of the Tutte 
group of a combinatorial geometry which has been introduced in [DWl]. 
We repeat the “axiomatic” definition of the Tutte group as it has been 
given in [DW2, Sect. 31. 
In the sequel we assume that M is a combinatorial geometry of finite 
rank m, defined on a possibly infinite set E. Let SJ = g,,,, denote the set of 
bases, 2 = Y&, the set of hyperplanes, %Z = %ZM the set of circuits, p = pM 
the rank function and ( . . . ) = (. . . )M the closure operator of M. 
Furthermore, we put 
.@fcM) := {(a,, . . . . a,)EEmI {a,, . . . . a,} Ea>, 
~,,:={(H;~,~)~HE~;~,~EE\H}, 
%?~,,:={(C;~,~)ICEW;~,~EC}. 
THEOREM 3.2. There exists an abelian group T = U,, together with a 
well speclyied element Ed E T, and maps 
T, : B’fM, --) U,w, (A) 
Tz: q,w, --) T,, (B) 
T3: ‘&(M, --, T, (Cl 
such that the folIowing holds: 
(i) EL= 1. 
(ii) T,((a,;)).T,((b,c)).T,((c,a))= lforall(a,b),(b,c),(c,a)E~~~), 
T,((a,, . . . . aA (a,(l), -..,a+,) 
$7 is an even permutation in Z, 
))={i, ifzisanoddpermutationinZ,, 
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Tl((%, .*., am-2, bl, cl), (al, . . . . arne2, b,, c2)) 
= Tl((al, . . . . arnp2, b2, cl), (al, . . . . a,-,, b,, c2)) 
if {a,, . . . . am-27 bi,cj}E~~ori,jE{1,2), 
but {a,, . . . . am-2, bl, b2} $a; 
(iii) T,(H; a,, a,) = T,(H; a,, a2). T,(H; a2, a3). T,(H; u3, a,) = 1 
for HE*, a,, a2, a,EE\H, 
&.+,-T2(H1; a2, a3).T2(H2; a3, al).T2(H3; al, a,)=1 
forH,,H2,H,E&‘,L:=H,nH2nH3=HinHjfori#j, 
p(L)=m-2andai~H,\Lfor i~{1,2,3}; 
(iv) T3(C; al, aI) = T,(C; a,, 4. T3(C; a2, u3). T3(C; a3, a,) = 1 
for CE%, a,, a2, age C, 
&,.T3(Cl; a2, a3).T3(C2; a3, al).T3(C3; a,, a,)= 1 
for C,, C2, C,E%, D:=C,vC2vC3=CivCjfor i#j, 
p(D)=#(D)-2andai~D\Cifori~{1,2,3}; 
(VI If((a,, . . . . G-~, a), (a,, . . . . amel, b))EB&) with a#b, 
C= {XE {a,, . . . . a,_l, a, b}l {a,, . . . . a,-,, a, b}\(x) EGY} and 
H= ({a,, . . . . a,-,}), then 
T,((a,, ..a, a,-,, a), (~11, -.., am-,, b)) 
= T,(H; a, b) = Ed. T3(C; 6, a). 
In particular, if CE %, HE S and C\H= {a, b}, then 
Tz( H; a, 6) = eM . T,( C; b, a); 
(vi) If T’ is aZso an abelian group with E’ E U’, &I2 = 1 and 
T; : W&,,, +T’ (or T;:&&,+U’ or T;:G&, + U’) satisfies (ii) (or (iii) or 
(iv)), then there exists a unique homomorphism $: T, + T’ with $(E~) = E’ 
and T; = $0 T, (or T; = I/J o T2 or T; = $0 T3, respectively). 
Prooj This is Theorem 3.1 in [DW2]. It summarizes the results of 
[DWl, Sect. l] for finite E but holds also for infinite E, because then 
T,= linJ T,., 
M’=MIE’ 
where E’ runs through all finite subsets E’c E of rank m and for 
E’ GE” E E the homomorphism U,,,. + TM,,.. is induced in the obvious 
way. I 
DEFINITION 3.3. The Tutte group of the combinatorial geometry M is 
the group U, which by Theorem 3.2 is determined uniquely up to 
isomorphism. 
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Remark. Theorem 3.2 yields at once 
T,(a, b) . T,(b, a) = T,(a, a) = 1 for all a, b E 9YcMj; 
T,(H; a, 6) . T,(H; b, a) = 1 for HE &‘, a, b E E\H; 
T3( C; a, 6) . TJ C; b, a) = 1 for CE%, a, beC. 
In this paper we will also need the group T$ defined in [DWl, 
Definition 1.2 J. We repeat this definition once more. 
DEFINITION 3.4, Let F$ denote the free abelian group generated by the 
symbols E and X,, ,,,,,, amj for {a,, . . . . a,} ~68 and let W$ denote the 
subgroup of [F$ generated by e2 and all elements of the form 
E . xf, ,,..,, +J . X&t,, ,._., a,c,,,j) for {a,, . . . . a,} E @, 7 an odd permutation in Cm, 
and 
x fol,...,e-z,bl,cl) ‘x;: ,___, a,-~,b,,c&a~ ,..., %-z.b~2)*~~: ,.._, a,-2,b&c,) 
if {a,, . . . . a,-z, b,,cj}EBfor i,j~{1,2}, 
but ia,, . . . . amp2, bl, b2} 4B. 
Then TE is defined by 
Convention. Let Jo: IF: u U$ denote the canonical epimorphism. 
Similarly as in [DWl] we put 
E; :=/A(&), 
Ta :=/4x,) for a e S&). 
Then Theorem 3.2 implies in particular 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let p: UC + Z denote the obviously well-defined 
epimorphism given by 
/q&Z) := 0, 
j?( T.) := 1 for a E BcMj. 
Then the unique homomorphism $ : 8, + ker /I with $(E~) = EC and 
(t,b 0 Tl)(a, b) := T.. T;’ for a, b E g(M) 
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is an isomorphism, that is, the following sequence of abelian groups is exact: 
O~T,ZTg+Z-0. 
In particular, we have 
Proof: By Theorem 3.2(vi) there exists exactly one homomorphism 
$ : 8, + ker 6 as desired. 
Now choose some fixed a E&$,). Then by Definition 3.4 and 
Theorem 3.2(ii) we have a well-defined homomorphism @ = Qp : 8% -+ TM 
given by 
@(&fJ := &‘+f, 
@( Tb) := T,(b, a) for b E BCMj. 
For all b, c E 8CMj we have 
@(Tb - T,-‘) = T,(b, c). 
This means that Olker B does not depend on a and that @lker B is the 
inverse homomorphism of JI ; thus II/ : T, G, ker fl is an isomorphism. The 
rest of our Proposition now follows trivially. j 
In the sequel we identify each TE T, with $(T) E ker fi. In particular, 
from now on ES = .sM and 
T, . T;’ = T,(a, b) for all a, bE&. 
Thus we consider 8, as a subgroup of Us. 
We still have to consider a certain subgroup of U,. For e E E let 6, E ZE 






DEFINITION 3.6. Let 8: %$-,ZE denote the obviously well-defined 
homomorphism given by 
f3(&,) := 0, 
WT,,,,...,.,,) := f 6,i for (a,, . . . . a,)EL+;,). 
i=l 
Then Ug) := ker B is called the inner Tutte group of M. 
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Remarks. (i) By the results of [DWl, Sect. l] it is immediate that the 
group U($ as defined above is the same as in [DWl, Definition 1.61. 
(ii) Obviously, we have l$) c U,. 
The following result will be rather useful later on: 
LEMMA 3.7. Put 
S:=(S,jeEE,eisnotaloopinM)xZ. 
Let Tc E denote the set of loops in M, put E’ := E\T, M’ := MI E’, and let 
M’ 1 E,, . . . . M’ 1 Ek denote the connected components of M’; by definition, 
e, f E E’ belong to the same connected component of M’ if and only if e = f 
or there exist B, , B2 E WM with {e > = B,\& and {f } = B2\B,. 
Put mi := p,(E,) for 1~ i < k, let g: U$ + S denote the homomorphism 
given by 
B(EJ := 0, 
&Tta,,...,amJ := 5 da,, 1 
(I_, > 
for {aI, . . . . a,> E% 
and let y : S --H Zk denote the epimorphism given by 
where n, # 0 for only finitely many e E E. 
Then we have an exact sequence 
Ocjug)c;lP Mhl,nk-o. 
Proof At first we remark that Cf= I mi= m and thus k < m, because 
mi 2 1 for all i. 
Clearly, we have ker g= ker 8= Ug)‘, and it is also trivial that y is 
surjective. It remains to show that $((a$) = ker y. By the definition of g 
and y it is clear that (y 0 g)(T) = 0 for all TE Tz, while ker y E &UC) is a 
direct consequence of the description of the connected components given 
above. 1 
For a matroid M with coefficients we put 
At the end of this section we recall the following result which relates the 
domain of coefficients of a matroid M with coefficients with the Tutte 
group U, = U, of its underlying combinatorial geometry &4. 
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THEOREM 3.8. Assume M= M(E, 52) is a matroid with coefficients in the 
fuzzy ring K= (K; + ; .; E; KO) of finite rank m. Then there exists a unique 
homomorphism ‘pM: U, + K* such that 
(PM(EMM) = 6 (3.2a) 
PM(TAH; e, f)) = de) es(f )-’ forallHE%M,e,fEE\H 
andallsEW’with_s=p=E\H; (3.2b) 
(P~M(TAC es f )) = r(e). r(f )-’ forallCE9?M,e,f6C 
andallrE92with~=~=C. (3.2~) 
Proof This is [DW2, Theorem 3.21, or, as well, a direct consequence 
of Theorem 3.2(vi). 1 
4. GRASSMANN-PLUCKER RELATIONS AND MATROIDS WITH COEFFICIENTS 
In [DW2, Sect. 41 we have seen that matroids of finite rank can also be 
defined in terms of Grassmann-Plucker maps. We will now recall this 
relationship. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Assume E is some set and K = (K; + ; .; E; K,) is a 
fuzzy ring. Given some rnE N, a map b: E” -+ K* u (0) is called a 
Grassmann-Plucker map of degree m if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(GPO) There exist e,, . . . . e, E E with b(e,, . . . . e,) # 0. 
(GPl) b is s-alternating; this means, for e,, . . . . e, E E and every odd 
permutation z EL’, we have 
b(e r(l), **.v ercmJ = 6 -b(el, .-., e,) 
and in case # {e,, . . . . e,} <m we have b(e,, . . . . e,) = 0. 
(GP2) For all e,, . . . . e,, fz, . . . . f, E E we have 
f ci. b(e,, . . . . ei, . . . . e,) . b(ei, fz, . . . . f,) E KO. (4.1) 
i=O 
Two Grassmann-Plucker maps b,, bz: E” + K* u (0) are called 
equivalent if there exists some a E K* with bI = a. b,. 
The relations (4.1) are called the Grassmann-Plucker relations. 
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DEFINITION 4.2. For a Grassmann-Plucker map b : E” --, K* u (0) we 
Put 
r # 12/ and there exist pairwise distinct e,, . . . . e,,, E E 
and some u E K* such that 
r(x) = 
0 for x# {e,, . . . . e,} 
a . ci. b(e,, . . . . ii, . . . . e,) for x=ei 
(4.2) 
Now we have the following fundamental 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume E is some set, K= (K; + ; .; E; K,,) is a fuzzy ring 
and m -C 00. Then there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the 
matroids with coefficients in K, defined on E and of rank m, and the equivalence 
classes of Grassmann-Plucker maps of degree m from Em into K* u (0). 
The correspondence is as follows: 
If b : E” + K* u (0 > is a Grassmann-Plucker map, then Se, is the minimal 
presentation of the corresponding matroid Mb := M(E, 9$), 
Vice versa, if M = M(E, 9) is a matroid of rank m < co and if the unique 
homomorphism given by Theorem 3.8 is denoted by cp = cpM; T, --+ K*, then 
one may choose some homomorphism 4 : 8$ --t K* with 4) Tu = q~ according 
to Proposition 3.5, and define b: E” + K* u (0) by 
He 
” **” em) := 
0 if {e,, . . . . e,} $W, 
We,,,.,.,,,,,,) if {e,, . . . . e,> EaM. 
(4.3) 
Proof This result summarizes [DW2, Theorems 4.1, 4.3, and 4.41. 1 
Remarks. (i) In [DW2] we did not make use of Uz and therefore 
defined a Grassmann-Plucker map b corresponding to a matroid M with 
coefficients by 
We 
0 if {el, . . . . em> & BM 
1, a*., e,) := 
cpG‘h . . . . em)) otherwise, 
(4.3a) 
where T: ~8~~) + U, was some map such that 
for all e, f E SYtMj. 
T,(e, f)= T(e).T(f)-’ (4.3b) 
However, for all e, f E L%$,,,), for all extensions C$ : T, @ + K* of cp, and for 
all maps T: LB(~) + T, which satisfy (4.3b) we have 
@(T,.Ti’)=(p(T(e).T(f)-‘) 
582a!57/1-3 
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by Proposition 3.5. Thus (4.3) and (4.3a) define the same equivalence class 
of Grassmann-Pliicker maps. 
(ii) If 6: E” + K* u {0} is a Grassmann-Plucker map and M = M,, 
then (4.3) implies 
aM=Bb:= ({e,, . . . . e,}~$(E)Ib(e,, . . . . e,)#O}. 
In particular, the degree of b equals the rank of M,. 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.3 we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Assume b: E” + K* v (0) is a Grassmann-Pliicker 
map, put M := Mb and assume $ : T[rM + K* is some homomorphism. Then 
we have 
N&M) = E (4.4a) 
and 
t4Tl((el, . .. . em), Vi, . . . ..L.)))=b(el. . . . e,)-b(fl, . . ..fi.X1 
for all (el, . . . . em), Vi, . . . . fJ E BcMj 
ifand only if$=~p~. 
(4.4b) 
ProojI Equation (4.3) and Proposition 3.5 imply at once that (4.4b) 
holds for tj = (Pi, while (4.4a) is trivially fulfilled. 
If, vice versa, (4.4a) and (4.4b) hold, then Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 3.5 
imply for all (e,, . . . . e,), (fi, . . . . f,) E a(,,,) and any extension @ : Uz + K* 
of ‘p,,,, that 
II/(Tl((el, . . . . em), Vi, . . ..fi.J))=&~, --T e,) .4fl, . . ..fiX1 
= W(e, I..., em) . Tl$ ,..., fi,) 
= cpM(Tl((el, -., em), VI, -.-, f,))). 
This means ({TEU~I$(T)=~~,(T)})=T,. Since $ and ~0~ are 
homomorphisms defined on U,, we obtain $ = (Pi. 1 
Moreover, Theorem 4.3 suggests the following. 
DEFINITION 4.5. If b: E” + K* u (0) is a Grassmann-Plucker map and 
M= Mb, then we define a homomorphism (Pi: Tz + K* by 
(P&M) := 4 (4.5a) 
(P~T(,,,...,,,,,$ := b(el, -, 4 for (el, . . . . e,) E WCMj. (4.5b) 
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Remark. Theorem 4.3 implies that (Pb is well defined. 
Furthermore, by Proposition 4.4 we have qb 1 rY = ‘p,,,,. In particular, for 
any two equivalent Grassmann-Plucker maps b, b’: E” + K* LJ (0) we 
have (Pb 1 B,,, = (Pb’ 1 TV. 
5. PROJECTIVE EQUIVALENCE IN TERMS OF GRASSMANN-PL~~CKER MAPS 
In Section 2 we have introduced the concept of projective equivalence of 
matroids without any restriction to their matroid support systems. In this 
section we want to study projective equivalence of matroids of finite rank 
more thoroughly by using Grassmann-Plucker maps. It is clear that 
projectively equivalent matroids of finite rank define the same 
combinatorial geometry, because their systems of circuits coincide by 
Definition 2.3 and Definition 3.1 (i). 
Our starting point is 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume bl, b,: E” + K* u (0) are Grassmann- 
Pliicker maps of degree m with values in a fuzzy ring K= (K; +; .; E; K,) 
such that g := gb, = Bb, or, equivalently, 5 = Mb2. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Mb, and Mb2 are projectively equivalent. 
(ii) There exists some a E K* and some map q : E + K* such that for 
all e, , . . . . e, E E we have 
b2(el, . . . . e,) = a. fi q(e,) . b,(e,, . . . . e,). (5.1) 
i=l 
PrOOf: PutMi:=M,,,~i:=%‘biandcpi:=cp,,,ifOriE{i,2}. 
Assume first that (ii) holds. If rl EWE, then by Definition 4.2 there exist 
pairwise distinct e,,, . . . . e, E E and some u1 E K* with 
rl(x) = 
0 for x +! (e,, . . . . e,} 
x1 . E’ . b,(e,, . . . . Pi, . . . . e,) for x=ei. 
Put rc2 := rcl *a-l .nyCO q(e,)-‘. Then (5.1) implies 
(v’ -f-1)(x) = 
0 for x 4 {eO, . . . . e,} 
x2 . E’ . b,(e,, . . . . Zi, . . . . e,) for x=e,. 
This means q - ’ . rl E Se,. Similarly, r2 E 9z implies q . r2 E W1 . Thus we have 
(I . B2 = WI, and Mb, and Mb2 are projectively equivalent. 
Now assume that (i) holds, say 0. 9Z2 = 9& for some map o: E + K*. 
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Assume {e, , . . . . e,-,,e}E%?and {e,,...,e,-,,f}EBwithe#fandlet C 
denote the unique circuit contained in (e,, . . . . e,- i, e, f}. Furthermore, 
assume Y~E 9& with yi= yi = C for in { 1,2}. Then we obtain because of 
(Pb,hy = q i and Theorem?.2 (v), 
bj(el, . . . . em-,, e).bi(el, . . . . e,-l,f)-’ 
=(Pb,(Tl((elT . . . . 6-1, e)9 tely . . . . em-lTf))) 
= (PA&, . T3(C;.L e)) 
=e.ri(f).ri(e)-‘. 
Summarizing this we have 
bi(e 1, . . . . e,- 1, e) . bite,, -.., e,_,,f)-‘=&.ri(f).ri(e)-’ for iE{l,2}. 
(5.2) 
Now o .&?* = Wi implies ri(f) .ri(e)-’ = o(f) -o(e)-’ .r2(f). r2(e)-‘. 
Applying the relation (5.2) twice we obtain 
h(e 1, . . . . empI, e)-b,(el, . . . . em-,,f)-’ 
=o(f).o(e)-‘.bz(el ,..., e,-,,e).b,(e, ,..., e,-,,f)-’ 
for {ei ,..., e,-,,e)EWand {e, ,..., e,,-,,f)EW. 
Now fix some (ui, . . . . a,} E W and put 
(5.3) 
a := b,(q, . . . . a,) .b,(al, . . . . a,)-’ . ifil o(“i)-l* 
Then the base exchange axiom yields for all {ei, . . . . e,} E ~8 by applying 
(5.3) and (GPI) repeatedly 
WI, . . . . e,) = a. fi w(e,) . bl(el, . . . . e,). 
i= 1 
Thus (ii) holds for q := w. 1 
In addition to Proposition 5.1 we state the following simple 
LEMMA AND DEFINITION 5.2. If b, : E” + K* u (0) is a Grussmunn- 
Pliicker map, if a E K* and u : E + K* is a map, then bz := 6, [a, q] : E” + 
K* u (0) defined by 
bz(el, . . . . e,) := a. fi q(e,) .b,(el, . . . . e,) (5.4) 
i=l 
is also a Grassmann-Pliicker map. 
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Proof: (GPO), (GPl), and (GP2) hold for b2 because they hold for b,: 
This is clear in the case of (GPO) and (GPl ), while (GP2) is a direct 
consequence of (FR2) and (FR4). 1 
DEFINITION 5.3. Two Grassmann-Plucker maps bI, bl: E” + K* u (0) 
are called projectively equivalent, if b2 = b, [cr, 11 for some a E K* and some 
mapq:E+K*. 
Remarks. (i) By Proposition 5.1 two Grassmann-Plucker maps bI, b2 
are projectively equivalent if and only if the corresponding matroids Mb, 
and M,, are projectively equivalent. 
(ii) b, = b,[oll, vi] and b3 = b,[a,, ~~1 imply bI = b2[ac1, q;l] and 
b3 = blCal .a,, v1 ~~1. 
By Proposition 2.4 we know already that projectively equivalent 
Grassmann-Plucker maps of some combinatorial geometry defined on E 
must induce projectively equivalent Grassmann-Plucker maps on its 
minors and in case of finite E also on its dual. More precisely, we have 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Assume b : E” + K* u { 0} is a Grassmann-Plucker 
map, assume E’EE and fk+l, . . . . f,EE\E’ satisfy pM({fk+lr . . . . fm})= 
m-k and pM(E’u(fk+l,...,f,})=m. Put M’:=(M/(f,+,,...,f,})lE’. 
Then we have 
(i) b’: Elk + K* u (0) defined by 
b’(e 1, . . . . ek) :=b(el, . . . . ek?fk+l, . . ..f.) 
is a Grassmann-Plucker map with M’ = Mb’. 
(ii) If b,: E” -+ K* u (0) is projectively equivalent to b, := b, say 
b,=b,[a,n],andb;,b;: E’k+K*u{O) aredefinedby 
b,!(e 1, **a, ek) := bi(e,, “‘, ek, fk+ 1, “‘3 fm) for ic {1,2}, (5.5a) 
then b; and 6; are also projectively equivalent, and we have 
b;=b; a- fj MJ,vIr . 
i=k+l 1 (5.5b) 
Proof (i) Summarizes [DW2, Propositions 5.1 and 5.21. 
(ii) Clearly, (5.5b) is a direct consequence of (5.5a). [ 
DEFINITION 5.5. If E is finite, if I’ is an abelian group and q : E + r is 
a map, then the weight P(n) E r of q is defined by 
P(v) := l-I v(e). 
t-GE 
(5.6) 
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If K=(K; +;.; E; K,,) is some fixed fuzzy ring and z is a permutation of 
some finite set, we put 
E if r is odd 
sgn, z := 
1 if z is even. 
Now we can show 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Assume E is some finite set and let b: E” + K* v (0) 
denote a Grassmann-Pliicker map. Put N := #E, n := N- m and choose 
some fixed bijection 71: E + { 1, . . . . N). For pairwise distinct e,, . . . . e, E E let 
z = z(el, . . . . e,) denote the unique permutation of (e,, . . . . e,} such that 
x(T(e,)) c x(z(ei)) for 1 < i < j 6 n. Define a map b* : E” -+ K* u (0) by 
0 if #({e,, . . . . e,>)<n 
b*(e,, . . . . e,) := 
i 
sgn, r(ei , . . . . e,) + .?~=I x(e~). b( fi, . . . . f,) 
if E= {el, . . . . e,, fi , . . . . f,}, 4fJ < 4fi)for i < j. 
(5.7) 
Then we have 
(i) If M=M,, then M* = Mb.; that means, b* is a Grassmann- 
Pliicker map of M*. 
(ii) If b,, b,: E” + K* v (0) are projectively equivalent Grassmann- 
Pliicker maps, say b, = b, [a, ~1, then we have 
6: = b:[ol.P(q), q-l]. 
Proof: (i) is [DW2, Proposition 5.51. 
(ii) If e,, . . . . e, E E satisfy n(ei) < rc(ej) for 1 <i< j< n and if 
ifi, . . ..f.> =E\(e,, . . . . e,} and n(fi)<n(fi) for l<i<j<m, then we 
obtain with p := Cy= 1 n(eJ: 
bT(e,, . . . . e,) = E* . Uf,, . . . . f,) 
=a. fi v(h)-e*-h(f,, . . ..f.) 
i=l 
=(c(.P(q))efi q(e,)-‘.b:(e,,...,e,). 1 
i=l 
In [DW2, Sect. 51 we introduced the linking number and the generalized 
cross ratio in matroids with coefficients. We will now compare these 
concepts for projectively equivalent matroids. 
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DEFINITION 5.7. Assume M= M(E, W) is a matroid of rank m c co with 
coefficients in K=(K; +;.;E;&). Any Grassmann-Pliicker map 
b: E” + K* v (0) with M= Mb is called an orientation of A4. 
DEFINITION 5.8. Assume A4 = Mb is a matroid defined on E of rank m 
with coefficients in K. Consider two subsets E’, E” E E of rank m’ and m”, 
respectively, satisfying the relation 
Then for any two orientations b’ and b” of M’ := MI E’ and M” := MI E”, 
respectively, the linking number of b’ and b” relative to b is the unique 
element L’(b’, 6”) E K* such that for any base {e,, . . . . e,} of M with 
e,, . . . . e,, E E’ and e,r + 1, . . . . e, E E” one has 
He 1, . . . . e,) = L’(b’, b”) . b’(e,, . . . . e,,) . b”(emf+ 1, . . . . e,). (5.8) 
Remarks. (i) In [DW2, Proposition 5.31 it is shown that Lb(b’, b”) is 
well defined by (5.8). 
(ii) We have 
and 
Lb@‘, b”) = cm’.m”. Lb@“, b’) 
La.b(b’, b”) = ~1. Lb@‘, b”) = Lb(,+ . b’, b”) = Lb@‘, a-1 . b”) 
for any a E K*. 
Equation (5.8) implies trivially 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Assume b,, b2 : E” + K* u (0) are projectively 
equivalent Grassmann-Pliicker maps, say b, = b, [u, n]. If E’, E” are as in 
Dejinition 5.8, if b’, and b; are orientations of M’= Mb,1 E’ and 
M” = Mb, 1 E”, respectively, and if b; = b; [a’, n 1 Ef], b; = b;[a”, n 1 Ez,] for 
some a’, a” E K*, then we have 
Lb*(b;, &‘) = ~1 .a’-’ .anpl .Lbl(b;, bj’). 
Zf, in particular, a = a’ = a” = 1, we have 
Lb2(b;, b;) = Lb’(b;, b;). 
DEFINITION 5.10. Assume M is a matroid defined on E of finite rank m 
with coefficients in K. If E;, E;, . . . . EL, El, El, . . . . EL E E are subsets with 
p,(E,!) = m’, p,(E:) = m” and 
p~(E,!uE~)=p~(E,!uEl:l)=m’+m”=m for i mod k, 
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then the generalized cross ratio [i: :::z,], E K* is defined by choosing 
orientations bl of M 1 El and b;’ of A4 1 Ei’ for 1 < i < k and putting 
[~~:::~,]x:=i~~~b(b:,b:.)-Lb(b:.h:,,)~l. (5.9) 
Since any two orientations of a matroid with coefficients differ only by 
a scalar factor, Remark (ii) after Definition 5.8 shows that cross ratios are 
well defined by (5.9). Moreover, Proposition 5.9 yields at once the following 
interesting observation: 
THEOREM 5.11. Assume A4, and M, are projectively equivalent matroids 
defined on E of rank m. Then for all Ei, . . . . EL, E;‘,..., E;! E E with 
p,(E,!) = m’, p,(E,“) = m”, and 
pM,(E,!uE,!‘)=pMj(E,!uE~+,)=m’+m”=m for imodk,jE{1,2} 
we have 
this means, that cross ratios depend only on the projective equivalence class 
of a matroid. 
6. CONDITIONS FOR PROJECTIVE EQUIVALENCE OF 
GRASSMANN-PLUCKER MAPS 
In the sequel we assume that M is a combinatorial geometry of finite 
rank m, defined on a possibly infinite set E. As above let %Y = ~8~ denote 
the set of bases and p = pM the rank function of M. 
If K=(K; +;a; E; KO) is a fuzzy ring, then a Grassmann-Plucker map 
b: E” + K* u (0) is called a Grassmann-Plucker map for M, if BM equals 
gb or, equivalently, if 5 = M. 
At first we state a sufficient condition under which two Grassmann- 
Plucker maps are not projectively equivalent. 
For a E E and e = (e,, . . . . e,) E BCM) we put 
x,(a) := 
0 if a$ {e,, . . . . e,} 
1 otherwise. 
(6.1) 
Then we have the following simple but very useful 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Assume b, , b, : E” -+ K* u { 0} are Grassmann- 
Pliicker maps for the combinatorial geometry M such that there exist k E N 
and el, . . . . ek, fl , . . . . fk E i%&) which satisfy the following properties : 
#{ilXei(a)=l}= #{ilxfi(a)=l} for all aeE (6.2a) 
and 
fi (b,(ei) .b,(fi)-‘) f fi (bz(ed*bz(fi)-‘). 
is 1 i=l 
Then b, and b2 are not projectively equivalent. 
(6.2b) 
ProoJ If b, and b2 were projectively equivalent, then (6.2a) would 
imply at once 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Using Proposition 6.1 we want to show anew that the 
uniform matroid U,,, of rank 2 with 4 elements has at least two projective 
orientation classes. 
Put a, := (A), a2 :=(y), a3 := (i), a4 :=(l), E := {a,, a,, a3, ad} E R* and 
define two Grassmann-Plucker maps b,, b,: E* + R//R+ by 
b,(a,, ai) := det(ai, aj). R + for l<i, j<4, 
b2(ai, ai) := det(a,+ i, aj+ i) . Iw + for i, j mod 4. 
Now put k := 2, e, := (a,, a*), e, := (a3, a4), f, := (a,, a,), f2 := (a,, a4). 
Then (6.2a) holds trivially, but we have 
b,(e,) . bl(f,)-’ . b,(e2). bl(f2)-l = (R+)3 . W = [WV 
and 
b,(e,) . b,(f,)-’ . b2(e2). b2(f2)-1 = (IV)4 = R+. 
Thus bI and bz define two different projective orientation classes for the 
matroid U2.4. 
(Recall that [w//R+ can be used as the domain of coefficients for oriented 
matroids.) 
In the sequel we will state sufficient conditions under which two 
Grassmann-Plucker maps are projectively equivalent. 
We begin with the following fundamental 
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THEOREM 6.3. Assume K = (K; + ; .; E; K,) is a fuzzy ring. Two 
Grassmann-Pliicker maps b, , b, : E” -+ K* v (0) for the combinatorial 
geometry M are projectively equivalent if and only if the homomorphisms 
(Pb,, (Pbz: Ti?+K* given by Definition 4.5 coincide on the inner Tutte 
group Tg). 
Proof. Put (pi := (Pi, for ie (1,2} and define $: IT% + K* by 
#CT) :=cp,(T).cp,(T)-*. 
Furthermore, assume S, k and the homomorphisms 8: U$ + S and 
y : S ++ Hk are as in Lemma 3.7. 
First we assume that b, and b2 are projectively equivalent, say 
b, = b,[a, ~1 for some a E K* and some map u: E + K* and define 
q, a,q: S-+ K* by 
va,rt (&n.S., 1) :=!Erl(eYe.a’. 
Clearly, we have $(aM) = E.E-~ = 1 = pD,,&&sM)). Furthermore, for 
{a 1, ***, a,> E9 we have 
$(T~o,,...,n,t) = b2(aI, . . . . amI *b(aIp .--, d-’ 
=a. fi ?(ai)=~~,,(~(T(,1,...,a,))). 
i=l 
Hence $ = qcr,s 0 g and therefore $( BE)) = I, that is, cp, ) TV) = qt ) Tg~, as 
claimed. 
Now assume that 4pr and (p2 coincide on BEI; that is t,b(U$') = (1 }. Since 
w-it?)= {l), L emma 3.7 implies the existence of some homomorphism 
0: S + K* such that the following diagram commutes: 
Now define the map q : E + K* by 
v(e) := 
@(6,, 0) if e is not a loop in M 
1 otherwise 
and define 
a := @(O, 1). 
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Then for all (a,, . . . . a,} E aM we obtain 
b2(al, . .. . 4 ah@,, ---, a,)-’ = W,,,,...,,,) 
Thus b, = b, [a, ~1, as claimed. 1 
Using the last result we are able to show that the projective equiva- 
lence classes of a combinatorial geometry are completely determined by 
the projective equivalence classes induced on all minors isomorphic 
to the uniform matroid I?J~,~. To this end we need one further result 
about the inner Tutte group of A4. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. 8:) is the subgroup of T, generated by Ed and all 
products of the form 
Th ,...I a*-*,cl,c2). T(i,: ,..., o,-~,c,,cq). T(fx* ,..., a,-2,cg,c4). q7: ,..., a,-*,q,q) 
with (a,, . . . . ame2, Ci, Ci} E.9YM for 1 <i< j<4. 
Proof By Theorem 3.2(v) and Proposition 3.5 this result is in case of 
finite E nothing but a reformulation of [W, Proposition 2.9(i)]. For 
infinite E the result holds also, because then 




where E’ runs through all finite subsets E’c E of rank m and for 
E’ G E” c E the homomorphism Ug\ E, + U$ ES, is induced in the obvious 
way. I 
Remark. As explained in [W], it is here where (the more elementary 
part of) Tutte’s Homotopy Theory, rephrased in the rather convenient 
language of Tutte groups, is being used. 
Now we can prove 
THEOREM 6.5. Let K= (K; +; .; E; Ko) denote any fuzzy ring and assume 
that b,, b,: E” + K* u (0) are Grassmann-Pliicker maps for the 
combinatorial geometry M. Then the following two statements are 
equivalent : 
(i) bI and b, are projectively equivalent. 
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(ii) For all m - 2 elements a,, . . . . a,,, --2 E E and for all quadruples 
c1,c2,c3,c4~E with {a ,,..., a,-,,ci,cj}~%?,,,, for l<i<j<4 the 
Grassmann-Pliicker maps b’,, 6;: {cl, c2, cx, cd)’ + K* v (0) defined by 
bL(ct, cj) := b,(a,, . . . . a,- z, ci, c,) for v E { 1, 2) 
are projectively equivalent; that is, b,, b, induce projectively equivalent 
Grassmann-Pliicker maps on any minor of M of type U,,, (where, of 
course, we have to consider two minors 
(W{a,, . . . . a,-2>) I {cl, c2, c3, ~41 and 
(M/{a;,...,a:,-2})l{c,,c2, c3, c4) 
with ( {a,, . . . . a, _ z} ) # ( {al,, . . . . a; _ 2 > ) to be distinct). 
Proof (i) * (ii) follows from Proposition 54(ii). 
(ii) * (i) For any a,, . . . . amp2 E E and ci, c2, c3, cq E E with 
{a am-i, 1, . . . . ci, c,} E gM for 
{~1,~2,~3,~4} we have an 
LY: Uz, + 8; given by 
cx(&M,) := EM, 
W(c,,c,,) := T,a ,,.. ..‘ 
<i<j<4 and M’:=(M/{al,...,a,-,})I 
obviously well defined homomorphism 
r,-2,ci,q) for l<i<j<4, 
where UC,,,, denotes the image of Xc,,,, in 85,. 
Clearly, we have IX(U$) c Ug’, and CY 1 +I! depends only on 
({a 1, ***, am-2) > and cl, c2, c3, c4. 
By Proposition 6.4 all these homomorphisms tl induce an epimorphism 
@:X M’ minor of M of type U2.4 u$! -H u$. 
Put $ := qb2. (phi. Then by Theorem 6.3 the following diagram commutes: 
X J-(O) @ M'" M J-(O) 





Since @ is surjective, (i) now follows from Theorem 6.3. 1 
If the corank of the combinatorial geometry M is at least 3, then any 
minor M’ of M of type U2,4 is obviously also a minor of M\(e) for some 
e E E. Thus Theorem 6.5 implies directly the following generalization of 
[R, Theorem 3.81 which states that the projective orientation classes of an 
orientable matroid M on E whose corank is at least 3 are determined by 
the projective orientation classes of the matroids M\ { e} for e E E. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Assume the corank of the combinatorial geometry M is 
at least 3 and M has no coloops. Let K= (K, +; .; E; K,) denote any fuzzy 
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ring and assume that b,, b2: E” + K* v (0) are Grassmann-Plucker maps 
for M. Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) b, and b2 are projectively equivalent. 
(ii) For all e E E and E’ := E\ (e > the Grassmann-Plucker maps 
b; := b, 1 E,m and b; :=b,I.,, are projectively equivalent. 
Remark. In the last result we excluded the case that M has a coloop, 
because we did not want to distinguish the cases pw(E\{e})=m and 
p,(E\{ e} ) = m - 1 in (ii). If, however, e, is a coloop in M, then it is trivial 
that a map 6: E” + K* u (0) is a Grassmann-Plucker map for M if and 
only if b’: (E\{eo})“-1 + K* u (0) defined by 
b’(e 1, ..-, e,-,) :=b(e,,e,, . . . . e,,-,) 
is a Grassmann-Plucker map for M\{ e,> and that two Grassmann- 
Plucker maps b,, b2 for M are projectively equivalent if and only if b; and 
b; are. So there is an obvious variant of Proposition 6.6 in which M is 
permitted to have coloops. 
At the end of this section we want to state sufficient conditions under 
which there exists at most one projective equivalence class of Grassmann- 
Plucker maps for a given combinatorial geometry M. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Assume K= (K; +; .; E; &) is a fuzzy ring such that 
there exists at most one homomorphism cp : T!$ + K* with (P(E~) = E. Then 
there exists at most one projective equivalence class of Grassmann-Plucker 
maps b: E” + K* v (0) with M as its underlying combinatorial geometry. 
Proof This is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.3. 1 
For binary matroids we may even draw a further conclusion from the 
last results. To this end we recall the following result about the Tutte group 
of binary matroids (this is not really necessary in view of Theorem 6.5, but 
it is, I believe, instructive and convenient). 
PROPOSITION 6.8. Assume the combinatorial geometry M is binary. Then 
we have 
-r$ = (EM) g PI tf the Fano-Matroid or its dual is a minor of M 
z/22 otherwise. 
Proof For finite E this is part of [W, Theorem 5.21, but, similar to 
Proposition 6.4, the result holds also for infinite E. Actually, the fact that 
Ug) = (eM) holds for binary matroids M, which is sufficient for the next 
application, follows also from Proposition 6.4. B 
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Now Propositions 6.7 and 6.8 yield directly the following rather interesting 
and general result. 
THEOREM 6.9. Zf the combinatorial geometry M is binary and K is a fuzzy 
ring, then there exists at most one projective equivalence class of Grassmann- 
Pliicker maps b: E” + K* v (0) with A4 as its underlying combinatorial 
geometry. 
We want to point out one further direct consequence of Proposition 6.7. 
RBOFQSITION 6.10. Zf K is a fuzzy ring such that K* is torsion free and 
U($’ is finite, then there exists at most one projective equivalence class of 
Grassmann-Pliicker maps b : E” + K* v { 0} for M. 
Proof. Every homomorphism from a finite group into a torsion free 
group is trivial. 1 
In [DW6] we will give an application of Proposition 6.10 for “valuated” 
matroids which are introduced in [DWS, DW6]. 
Remark. In Example 6.2 we have seen that for the uniform matroid U2,4 
and for K = R//R + there exists not only one projective equivalence class of 
Grassmann-Plucker maps. Theorem 6.5 as well as Theorem 6.9 show that 
U2,4 is minimal with respect to this property. 
Finally, it should be mentioned here that a combinatorial geometry Mmay 
have only one projective equivalence class of Grassmann-Plucker maps 
although this does not hold for every minor. (See [DW6, Theorem 5.111 for 
examples.) 
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